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Ms. Cindy Bladey, Chief
Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration
Mail Stop: TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Subject: Comments on Draft NUREGICR-7114, Methodology for Low Power/Shutdown Fire PRA

Project/ID: 669

Dear Ms. Bladey,

EPRI appreciates the opportunity to provide com ments-on draft' NUREG/CR-7114, Methodology for Low
POwer7Shutdbwn (LPSD) Fire PRA,. The development of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) methods to
address new risk-informed applications is an importanittechnical area in which the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) and EPRI members have had significantexperience and-continue to expend tremendous

resources.

Fire PRAs and low power and shutdown (LPSD) PRAs are complex technical analyses. The merging of
the underlying analytical methods presents a significant challenge that requires careful consideration of the
applications and current limitations of the methods. Development of Fire PRA methods is an ongoing
activity in which the NRC,.EP.RI, din~d .U cntinue.:to, be.engaged.and;considerable work-remains to
develop' •-6onsensus L P.SID PRA Standard with piloted methods. The attached comments address a wide
range of technical issues that relate to identifying intended applications, the maturity of the methods and
extent to which they constitute a consensus approach, level of detail of the methods, the assumptions that
need to be made in performing the analyses, and an appropriate method for integrating fire risk into a
LPSD PRA..,

As a result of the issues that have been identified, EPRI believes significant revision and refinement are
neCessary for the approach in draft NU.REG/CR-7114. to be a practical methodology for application in.,

commercial nuclear power plants. EPRI recommends that.draft NUREG/CR-7114 be withdrawn until these
improvements can be made. We look forward .to further exchanging technical information with the NRC to
improve the state-of-the art in the underlying methods required to develop an LPSD Fire PRA methodology.
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Sincerely,

en Canavan
irector, Plant Technology

c: Felix E. Gonzalez, Division of Risk Analysis, RES
Sheldon Stuchell, Division of Policy and Rulemaking, NRR
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Technical Comments on Draft NUREG/CR-7114

1. Applications and Maturity of Methods: The integration of LPSD and Fire PRAs requires mature
guidance in each constituent area. The Fire PRA methodology in NUREG/CR-6850, EPRI/NRC-
RES Fire PRA Methodology for Nuclear Power Facilities, has a specific application, the risk-
informed, performance-based alternative to prescriptive Appendix R fire protection requirements,
codified in National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 805, Performance-Based Standard for Fire
Protection For Light Water Reactor Electric Generating Plants. Within the scope of this application
are elements containing larger uncertainties and greater conservatisms than are typically
encountered in an internal events PRA. After significant iteration, the NUREG/CR-6850 methods
are being applied at nuclear power plants, while efforts to make them more realistic continue. For
fire PRA, the NFPA 805 application has driven the development of the methods. For LPSD/Fire
PRAs, as in any area, it is necessary to understand the objectives of performing the analyses - the
intended applications - to ensure that the methodology is developed in a manner that will allow
these objectives to be achieved. At present, the dominant application of risk analysis during
shutdown conditions is configuration risk management. While the NUREGICR-6850 methodology
provides an existing body of guidance for fire risk assessment at-power, no such guidance
document has been developed for LPSD PRAs. In addition, while Fire PRA is included in the
ASME/ANS PRA Standard, RA-Sa-2009, an LPSD PRA Standard is still under development.
Accordingly, publication of a methodology for LPSD Fire PRA is premature until applications are
defined and fundamental guidance for LPSD methods, representing a consensus, is developed.

2. Assumptions and Limitations: A methodology document must provide details at a sufficient level
for the user to understand how to implement it. Draft NUREG/CR-7114 includes multiple
assumptions and limitations that are fundamental to PRA development, with several issues
dismissed as "beyond the scope" (e.g., human reliability analysis (HRA) quantification methods).
These assumptions and limitations involve fundamental elements of a credible methodology for
LPSD/Fire PRAs. As written, the assumptions and limitations will likely lead to a high level of
conservatism in implementation. In addition, a LPSD PRA uses system success criteria common
to the at-power PRA. The conservatisms use of these at-power calculations for system success
criteria introduce may be manageable for shutdown conditions. However, these conservatisms
inherent in an LPSD PRA would then be compounded by the NUREG/CR-6850 approach, and
would likely result in distorted, highly conservative results.

For example, the implications of Assumption 2 (Section 2.2) do not seem to have a coherent
conclusion, but rather addresses generalities concerning the use of plant operating states (POSs).
The lack of detail is clear in the statement, "Methods for the management of the work scope
challenge will likely develop through practical application, but cannot be defined a-priori."
Assumption 3 (Section 2.2) states that the development of HRA quantification methods for
application to LPSD PRA lie beyond the scope of NUREG/CR-7114. HRA is a fundamental
element of any PRA and cannot be considered to be "outside the scope" of a credible
methodology. Assumption 4 (Section 2.2) states that "LPSD Fire frequencies are estimated based
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on past experience in the same manner that fire frequencies were estimated for the RES/EPRI full
power fire PRA methodology using the same root database." This might be an appropriate
approach for a pilot study, but is not characteristic of a mature methodology.

3. Adaptation of LPSD PRA to Fire PRA: The method presented begins with the NUREG/CR-6850
approach and builds the LPSD PRA around it, task by task. This results in an expansive scope of
the analysis by not recognizing the similarities between at-power and the low power POSs, and an
approach to POS development that minimizes grouping in an effort to be comprehensive. While
the analysis needs to consider all relevant information, there are considerations related to POSs
and low power modes that can make the modeling more manageable, as described below (see
Plant Operating States).

In Chapter 3, the term "instantaneous CDF" needs to be defined. This may mean bounding core
damage frequency (CDF) for the POS. As decay heat levels change through the POS, the
"instantaneous CDF" changes. However, as discussed below, the report seems to minimize
grouping of POSs.

Section 4.2.2 includes a discussion of possible additions of sequences and equipment. The
example presented under sub-item 1, concerning spurious actuation of a high pressure pump while
the reactor vessel is closed but in cold shutdown, suggests that this sequence leads directly to a
loss of DHR. The example implicitly assumes that all PWRs either have PORVs or rely on them for
pressure relief during cold shutdown. This is not the case as PWR plant designs and operating
practices vary. Furthermore, for this to result in a LOCA, a relief valve would have to stick open. It
is possible that the relief valve could be isolated, ending the LOCA and mitigating the event,
without impacting shutdown cooling.

It is not clear in Chapter 4 if the reported shutdown frequencies are annual frequencies or if they
have already been adjusted based on the fraction of time that the plant is in shutdown. In addition,
the actions needed to use the frequencies from generic sources are not clear.

The useful information in Chapter 4 could be summarized in two paragraphs. Weight the
frequencies by the fraction of time in the POS. Do the same tasks as an at-power Fire PRA with
the end state of the POS in mind. Instead of the repetition of the at-full power Fire PRA
information, examples of the differences would be more appropriate.

There is limited discussion of what constitutes a fire that disrupts the POS. In NUREG/CR-6850,
all fires are assumed to cause a plant trip. This is a highly conservative assumption. In draft
NUREG/CR 7114, it seems that all fires are assumed to cause a loss of DHR. This takes the
NUREG/CR-6850 conservatism to an even higher level. The document should explicitly state what
the impacts must be (i.e., the nature of the challenge to the continued availability of DHR or the
potential for a loss of inventory that could affect DHR) for a fire to constitute an initiator.
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4. Plant Operating States: Section 4.5 states the following:

"A separate model may need to be developed for each POS. In other words, this task may need to
be repeated for each POS separately. If the complete set of LPSD POSs (i.e., the average or
typical outages as discussed in Section 3.0 above) is of interest, a separate model should be
developed for each POS of the set. Similarly, if a one-of-a-kind outage is under consideration, the
model should reflect the specific conditions of that POS."

The method presented for modeling is to adapt POSs to incorporate fire risk. However, a detailed
LPSD model may have 20 or more POSs to address important changes to plant configuration, as
well as to account for different types of outages. It is not feasible to do a complete Fire PRA for
each POS. Instead, the analyst should group POSs according to each specific model element.
For example, the grouping of success criteria for a specific system may be in two sets - high decay
heat and low decay heat. The initiating event frequencies for LOCAs may be in several groupings,
according to reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure. Similarly, for Fire PRAs, POSs may be
grouped according to fire program controls and the expected amount of hot work. It is likely that
fire program controls in Modes 2 and 3 are essentially the same as in Mode 1. Then POSs are
defined by the collection of modeling elements that may be shared by different groupings of POSs,
such that each POS is unique. But the process for identifying the risk in LPSD is not by assessing
risk one POS at a time, but by grouping similar elements. Grouping results in the subsuming of
POSs (e.g., modeling the bounding parameter for a group of POSs). This is a more effective
approach to evaluating risk than screening out POSs.

5. Low Power and Hot Standby Modes: Low power (LP) operation has more in common with at-
power operation than cold shutdown conditions. The internal events PRA model is essentially the
same between LP and at-power, with minor adjustments (e.g., the reactor trip frequency increases,
anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) risk decreases). The same emergency operating
procedures (EOPs) apply at LP as during at-power conditions. The approach to assess LP risk is
to evaluate the changes from at-power that affect risk (ie., a "delta" approach). Fire risk during LP
operation should be essentially identical to fire risk during at-power operation - the plant is the
same with regard to control of transient combustibles, barriers, hot work, fire emergency
procedures etc. A similar "delta" approach should be used for LP/Fire PRA - how is LP different
from at-power for issues that would impact fire risk? It is likely that such a "delta" analysis would
find no differences except those issues already identified in the internal events LP delta analysis.
This portion of fire risk should be grouped with at-power, not with shutdown. By grouping it with
shutdown, it over-states the fire risk at LP, but understates it at shutdown (specifically the
calculation of fire ignition frequency = number of events at "shutdown" / time at "shutdown."

6. Outage Types and Modeling: One of the technical challenges associated with shutdown PRAs has
been defining the boundary conditions of the analysis, given the differences in the scope of
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maintenance, the differences in scheduling that can arise from one outage to the next, even when
the scope of work is similar, and the various types of outages that a plant may enter, e.g., refueling,
maintenance, and major equipment changes, such as steam generator replacements. It can be
argued that there is no "average outage," which makes calculation of an "average" CDF
challenging. In addition, development of an LPSD PRA for specific outages addressing particular
maintenance needs (e.g., steam generator replacement or to address an emergent condition
requiring significant maintenance) has unique challenges. Development of such a PRA would
depend on the development of the outage schedule prior to the specific outage. Following this, the
lead time to develop the LPSD PRA could be so significant as to make the task impractical, unless
the deviations from an average outage were very limited. If a peer review, with resolution of facts
and observations, was desired, this would add tasks to the development of the LPSD PRA for the
specific outage. The inclusion of fire makes the technical task of developing the LPSD PRA even
more complex. While the methodology presented generally recognizes these factors, it tends to
simplify the analysis and seems biased towards a typical refueling outage, or "average outage."
However, the application of the methods would vary greatly depending on the type of outage and
the configuration presented, which would not only impact the shutdown internal events modeling,
but also the Fire PRA-specific elements of the analysis, such as barrier configurations, cable
routing, transient combustibles, and energized equipment.

In Fire PRAs developed for at-power conditions, assumptions are made about average fire risk
without identifying specific maintenance alignments at power that might have increased hot work or
transient combustibles. These risks are smeared across the entire at-power cycle, when in reality
they may be concentrated in a few periods of time. An outage-specific model has advantages,
especially for Fire PRA, because outage activities that increase fire risk might be identified from the
outage schedule and outage planners. In contrast, fire risk from an "average" outage requires
more assumptions in defining the average condition, e.g., times and locations during the outage
when/where hot work is more or less likely or when/where transient combustibles may accumulate.
For an outage-specific model, it would be difficult to determine the extent to which it meets the
requirements of a future LPSD PRA standard. (e.g., does each outage model require a separate
peer review?). Also, an outage-specific model does not answer the question of how shutdown risk
compares on average with at-power risk. An average LPSD model could be used for applications,
such as risk ranking of components or operator actions. While this is a general LPSD issue, it
raises specific challenges for Fire PRA (e.g., how does one make assumptions about degraded fire
barriers?). A mature methodology needs to address the issues associated with LPSD outage types
and the implications of fire included in the PRA.

7. Procedures: NUREG/CR-7114 outlines a cursory treatment of procedures. To ensure realism,
these must be addressed in detail. The at-power EOPs do not have a symptom-based counterpart
for shutdown conditions. The implication of this is that operators must diagnose plant conditions to
apply the correct abnormal operating procedure (AOP). This is an important distinction for HRA
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applied to shutdown conditions. In addition, fire emergency procedures are generally written to
address 10CFR50, Appendix R requirements, assuming the plant is at-power.

8. Spent Fuel and Fuel Bundle Damage: On page 20, high consequence events are discussed as
follows:

..."for the purposes of the LPSD fire PRA, consideration of potentially high consequence events
should be extended to include events where: (c) one or more related component failures, including
spurious operations, where at least one failure/spurious operation is induced by a fire that by
themselves results in fuel bundle damage either (1) when the reactor vessel and secondary
containment structure are open (i.e., no primary or secondary containment) or (2) in a location
outside containment to the extent that plant operations associated with the removal of fuel bundles
from containment are included in the defined POS(s)."

This conflicts with the implications of Assumption 5 on Page 7, which states that alternative end
states are outside the scope of this methodology. In addition to being contradictory, this could be
interpreted as an expansion of current regulatory requirements to include end states involving fuel
bundle damage that use a risk metric other than CDF and LERF.


